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***** Print on Demand *****. Reason this book exists: To improve your writing by practicing it every
day for 90 days, stretch your imagination with writing prompts, and develop your talent for
creating mystery stories. How this book is built: On the left side, you have a quote by an author. On
the right, you have a blank, ruled page to write on. Instructions: Read the quote. Pull an inspired
idea from your imagination and write it down in one sentence. Refined, this becomes your Tag.
Write one paragraph about that idea - this becomes your Elevator Pitch If you like that pitch, then
write one page about that idea - this becomes your Synopsis. And if you re now fascinated by that
idea, then stop and have a cover made, then proceed to write the story. Otherwise, keep this up for
90 days. You ll soon find you ve developed the ability and habit of creating mystery stories out of
thin air. You may also find that you now have 90 new stories you can bring to life. You re welcome.
Get Your Copy Now.
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This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS

This written publication is wonderful. It can be writter in straightforward phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this publication to learn.
-- Jesse Tr em bla y-- Jesse Tr em bla y
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